
Chapter 6 

Dynamic Stability Analysis for Lower Body 

6.1 Methods for stability analysis of biped robots 

I 11l' dynamic stability can be analyzed in bipedal robot utilizing two methods as: 

(1) 
(2) 

COM-centre ofmass 
ZMP-Zero Moment Position 

; 

1\Lcording to the literature survey of bipedal walking, the common method that used to 
analyze dynamic stability is ZMP method. Therefore, as previous, the ZMP is used to 
analyze the dynamic stability in this research. 

6.1. I Zero Moment Position 

file ZMP is the most commonly used concept for bipedal stability analysis which was 
Ill\ cntcd by Prof. Miomir at Serbia in 1972 [21 ]. Let us consider the single support phase 
a~ shown in Figure ( 6.1 ), i.e. the case when only one foot is in contact with the ground 
(stance leg) while the other is in the swing phase, relatively passing from the back to the 
frunt position. To maintain the mechanism's dynamic equilibrium, the ground reaction 
force R should act as the appropriates point on the foot sole to balance all the forces acting 
on the mechanism during motion (inertial, gravitational, Coriolis and centrifugal forces and 
tlw corresponding moments), as shown in Figure ( 6.1 ). 

Figure 6.1: Single support phase 
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It '' e place the coordinate system at the point where R is acting (let us assume for a 
mt~ment that this point is under the foot), it is clear from the equilibrium conditions that the 
l11l'ments acting about the horizontal axes x and y will always be equal to zero, ie. 
\ r = 0 and MY =0. The only moment component that may exist is Mz. It is a very 

r~..·dilstic assumption that the M z is balanced by friction forces. since the both moments 

rL·Lnive to the gait continuation( Mx and Mv ) are equal zero, a natural choice to name the 

~·wund reaction force acting at this point will be zero-moment point. Any change in the 
lncomotion dynamics will change the vector of the ground reaction force, causing 
simultaneous changes in its direction, intensity, and acting point (ZMP position). 

111..: following basic ZMP definition reflects the above consideration. 
; 

l ktinitionl (The notion of the ZMP): The pressure under supporting foot can be replaced 
b' the appropriate reaction force acting at a certain point of the mechanism's foot. Since 
tht· sum of all moments of active forces with respect to this point is equal to zero, it is 
termed the zero-moment point (ZMP) 

I 11 <lrder to define ZMP in a mathematical form let us consider the dynamic model of the 
htped locomotion system. The robot dynamics will be modeled using the multi-body 
S\ stem model consisting of N chains involving the body parts. Each chain consist of 
11 r·igid links i = 1, ... , N) interconnected with single DOF joints. During locomotion the 

ll 'I lowing active motion forces act on the body links: G; -gravitation force of the i-th link 

Ctl tmg at the mass centre C,, F, -inertial force of the i -th link acting at the mass centre 

~~~-moment of the inertial fore of the i-th link for C,, R resultant ground reaction force. 

1\l. active motion forces (gravitational and inertial forces and moments) can be replaces by 
tilt main resultant gravitation and inertial force and, in general case, the resultant inertial 
nwment reduced at the body centre of mass (COM). The ground reaction force and 
lllument can be decomposed into the vertical and horizontal components with respect to the 
rderence frame in the following way 

N - R,-+ RtS 

- -
\1 = M11+Mt 

\\i1ere the indices hand v denote the horizontal and vertical components respectively, 
\\hi le f indicates the friction reaction force and moment components. The following 
equations describe the dynamic equilibrium during the motion in the reference coordinate 
s ~·stem if we select the ZMP as the reduction point of interest 
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lv' 11
' 

l~,.+Rt+L I CF;+GJ=O 
j=l 1=1 

(6.1) 
lv' n, N n, 

I 1/~!Px R+ IIocl x(ft; +GJ+ IIMI+MhZMI' +MfZMP = 0 
j=) 1=1 j=l 1=1 

\\ nere 0 denotes the origin of the reference frame (Figure 6.1 ). Then, based on the ZMP 
definition we have 

\/,/\11' = 0 

~uhstituting the relation 
" 

-
< JC ·, = OZMP + ZMPC1 (6.2) 

l111u the second equation of(7.1) and taking into account the first equation of(7.1) gives 

!1, - - N Ill-

IIZMPC1 x(F1 +G~)+ LLM.tzMF = 0 (6.3) 
1=1 j=l 1=1 

( (1nsidering only the dynamic moment equilibrium in the horizontal ground plane (i.e. the 
nwments that are not compensated by friction) we can write 

~~ZMPC, x(F, +G,)+ t~M1 ~ 0 (6.4) 

~uhstituting (6.2) in (6.4) we get 

OZMPx t~(F, +G, l, ~ (R)xoZMP)h ~(t~oc, x(F, +G,)+ t~M,) (6.5) 

l quations (6.4) and (6.5) represent the mathematical interpretation of ZMP and provide the 
flnmalism for computing the ZMP coordinates in the ground plane. Finally an equation for 
/\1P can be obtained as 

= i 4 
_(__:11_0J_· _1 +_m_1__:X_1_(y_· ·_; -_g_)_-_m_1 _x_·~_Y_1 ) 

\I/' 1=1 i=4 

~~~ m2 C.Y~- g) 

Where 

\ 111 • -Distance to the ZMP in x direction from (x,y) coordinate frame. 

· ,\;foment of inertia of each link 
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t'! Angular accelaration of each link 

111 Weight of each link 

!.inear accelaration of linki in X direction 

1· Unear accelaration of linki in Y direction 

6.2 ZMP calculation for lower body 

; 

'I (1 -:heck the dynamic stability of derived lower body model it is essential to calculate 
IMP. The commonly used equation for ZMP as 

. -'~4 (l,m,+m,x1 (y,-g)-m,x,y1 ) 
Llll'- L. 

£. 1~1 1~4 

L m,(ji
1

- g) 
1~1 -

tiJi/ing the above equation, it is very complex to calculate the ZMP for the lower body of 
tht· robot. Following is the remedies to avoid complexity. 

The foot of stance leg is not moving during that gait cycle, hence this foot link 
can be omitted for ZMP calculation. 
It can be shown that the effect on ZMP from foot link of swing leg is negligible. 
Therefore, the total number of links can be reduced from 6 to 4. 
The each term ofthe equation can be calculated separately and finally substitute 
to the original equations. 

I he separate terms are as below; 

Inertia terms (1
1

) and weight term ( m
1

) 

Angular acceleration term ( w 1) 

Coordinates of mass centers [(x
1 

y
1
)] 

-l Linear acceleration of each link x 1 and y 
1 

Calculation of terms 1-3 are direct forward but calculation of linear acceleration terms are 
complex and need to be adopt an iteration method. 

6.2.1 Calculation of inertia term 

l11L· Inertia term is depending on the robot link type. In this research it is assumed that the 
lmb are made out of slender bars. The equation used to calculate the inertia term as, 
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j I ! 

/12 mL-

\\ 11~re m -mass of the link 
L - length of the link 

I , 11 this model it is also assumed as, 
o L4, L2 = Ls 

,,, =n1
4

, m
2

=m
3 

'I 11erefore, 11 , 12 ,13 , 14 can be calculated as follows; 

, . = 1112 m1 L~ 

= 1112 m 2 L~ and 

= [, 
·' 

= 14 

,; 

\\ h~re. m1 ••• m4 and L1 ... L4 are the masses and lengths of each link respectively. 

6.2.2 Calculation of angular acceleration terms (w) 

(6.6) 

I tl' chapter 3 and 5 we derived equations for joint angles B
1
,B

2
,(i

3
,()s,B

6
in equations 

( ~. I 3) (3. 8) (3 .14) ( 5 .5) ( 5. 9) these equations are in Cartesian domain that is it represent 
an: angle respect to swing leg movement. The angular acceleration can be found by 2nd 

dcnvative of each equation. But there is a problem arising since we derived joint angle 
l'quations in Cartesian plane. It is impossible to obtain 2nd derivatives with respect to time 
il Joint angle equations are in Cartesian domain. Therefore, we need to convert it to time 
chllnain. To convert this to time domain fifth order polynomial is used. The advantage of 
u~ing this fifth-order polynomial is to ensure smooth functioning of joint angle variation. 
li1l' fifth-order polynomial as-

7 3 4 -
tj(/)= ao+al(t)+a2(t)- +a3(t) +a4(t) +asur (6.7) 

\\here a1, a2 , a3 , a4 and as are the coefficients, whose values are determined usmg 
di lferent values of joint angles at different intervals of time cycle. 

'l h<: assumed velocity variation with time is shown in Figure 6.2. This type of velocity 
protile has been selected to minimize jerks at the beginning and the end of the swinging 
fllOl. 

lh~· coefficients a~' a2, a3, a4 and as are found using following constrains in order to 
satisfy the velocity profile. 
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\ t r = 0 initial angular position 

\ t r = / 1 final angular position 

\ t 1 = 0 Initial angular velocity 

\ t t = t 3 final angular velocity 

\t 1 = 11 initial angular acceleration 

\ t t = t 2 final angular acceleration 

velocr:·y 

(m/sec_l 

/ 
,/ 

0 

,/' 

// 

tz t, 

; 

Time 

(sec) 

Figure 6.2: The velocity distribution of swing leg 

I h~ angular acceleration at any instant can be found out by derivation of the joint angle 
polynomial. 

l'herefore, 

'' '2a2 + 6a3t + 12ai2 + 20a5t
3 

lh~n using this equation B1(t), B2(t), Bs(t) and ()6 (t) can be obtained. These are the 

L1ngular accelerations of each link ( dJ1, dJ2 ,w
3

, W4) 
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6.2. ~ Finding of mass center coordinates 

I IlL' mass centre coordinates has been derived using geometric relationships of links. The 
1- i'-'. 6.3 shows the mass centre of each link and relevant coordinates. 

--~ ... 
:l.y 

H 

y " 

f-=
x,_,>: --;g..__----~ . x· ' . -------_,;_-.~,.....--------~ 

X 

Figure 6.3: Mass Centre coordinats of each link 

111 m4 , m2 = m3 and L1 = L
4
,L

2 
= L

5 

.\. x1 co sa+ ~-x: + 0.5L
1 
cosB

1 

1, v + 0.5L1 sinB1 + L2 sin[n- (B1 + B2 )] 

.c ~:+0.5L2 cos[n-(B1 +B2 )] 

1, r+0.5L2 sin[n-(B1 +B2 )] 

.\. ~:2 cosa+0.5L2 cosB
6 

1 = x2 sina+0.5L2 sinB6 

.\ , .. =&+0.5L1 cos[n-(B5 +B6 )]+x1 cosa 

.· : = x 2 sin a+ L2 sinB6 + 0.5L1 sin[n- (B
5 

+ B
6 

)] 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 
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h ... \ Calculation of Individual link accelerations 

I here is no direct approach to find linear accelerations of links. In this model, all links are 
-,ubjected to combine linear and angular motions. The acceleration of one link depends on 
tIll' motion of the neighboring link. Therefore, an iteration method is preferred to solve this 
prublem. 

I, 1 solve this problem the Newton Euler Recursive iteration [18] is used. 

h.J.l Newton Euler Formulation 

I he Newton Euler (NE) formulation is based on the Newton's second law and d' Alembert 
principle. The balance of all forces acting on a link of the manipulator leads to a set of 
equations, whose structure allows a recursive solution. A forward recursion, which 
,kscribes the kinematic relations of a moving coordinate frame, is performed for 
propagating velocities and accelerations, followed by a backward recursion for propagating 
t(1rces and moments, Initially, it is assumed that the position, velocity, and acceleration of 

,:ach joint, ( q,ij,q) are known. The joint torques required to cause these time dependent 

ltll)tions to realize a trajectory are computed using the recursive NE dynamic equations of 
t1111tion. To understand the Newton-Euler formulation, some basic concepts of kinematics 
are reviewed first. 

l11e mass distribution of a link is completely characterized by the location of the centre of 
mass and the inertia tensor of the link. The forces or torques required for moving the links, 
,tnd accelerating or decelerating them, are a function of the mass distribution and inertia 
ll'nsor of the links. 

(i- 1} 

z,_' 
,_ ,,_, -- _/ 

Xo 

Unk/ 

/,-
7; 

Xi 

Figure 6.4: The Geometry and Kinematics of Link i for Newton Euler Formulation 

1 · •. msider the rigid link i of the manipulator kinematic chain connected between joints i 
c~nd (i+1). The frames at the two ends are frame {i-1} and frame {i} as shown in Figure 
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'n ;) with reference to inertial frame {0}. The centre of mass of the link is C, and the 

parameters listed below characterize the geometry and kinematics. 

I 

position vector of C, from frame {i -1}, 

position vector of C, from frame {i}, 

mass of link, 

inertia tensor of link with respect to a frame { C,} whose origin is located at 

the centre of mass of the link C, and orientation of frame { C
1

} is same as 

the orientation of the base frame {0}, 

') 

linear velocity of centre of mass of link 

linear acceleration of centre of mass, 

angular velocity of link, 

angular acceleration of link. 

" 

total external force acting at the centre of mass of link 

total external moment acting on link at the centre of mass of link 

I he translational motion of the link in terms of the balance of forces is described by the 
\c\t'ton 's equation. The force F,, acting at the centre of mass of the link is given by 

= m,v, (6.12) 

\V here v, is the linear acceleration of the link. 

i he Euler equation for the rotational motion of the link describes the moment balance 
ab\mt the centre of mass of the link. The angular velocity of the link mi and the moment of 

1 ltl'rtia tensor I, relate to the total moment N, acting on link as 

\ - !!____(I ) - I . X (I ) - m, - 1 m1 + lV1 ,m, 
dt I 

(6.13) 

Where the second term is the gyroscopic torque induced by the dependence of Ii on link's 

Pnentation with respect to base frame. 

I -1uations (6.12) and (6.13) are the Newton-Euler equations that are recursively applied to 
compute the inertia force and torque acting at the centre of mass of each link of the 
1 nani pulator. 

111 this case Newton's formula is enough because we need linear accelerations only. Euler 
equation formulates angular accelerations and is obtained using a fifth-order polynomial in 
~L'ction 6.2.2. 
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6.J.2 Kinematics of links 

111,· kinematic relationship of the above moving-rotating links with respect to the base 
c, •ordinate system is first described as a set of mathematical equations that needs to find 
<.h:L derations. Two adjacent links i and (i -1), forming the joint i are shown in Figure 

(l1. ~ l. The orthogonal coordinate frames are established with frame {0} as the base 
c, •llrdinate frame; frame frame {i -1} at joint i attached to link (i -1) with point Bas the 

oriC;!m, and frame (i) at joint (i + 1) attached to link i with origin D. The origin D and 

ongm Bare located by position vectors 0 Di and 0 D
1
_ 1 with respect to the base frame {0}, 

rc·spectively, and the position vector I-I D
1 

locates the origin D from the origin B with 

rL·spect to the base coordinate system. " 

Link I 

;x;; 'Z; 
w,,__'. I x Axis (i- 1 )! {I} ~-": ___ ' . ...._ 

111 

Joint/ 1 1 D 

\ ' 1-10, ;'/ A', j.,_, / ' ~-, Z . ,.j / I 
\ '-........_ v 1 ,_ tl ~-~· / I .\ ........._,-, ! /·-./ ~~---· / 
, ~-,~~--~--1 :' OD; 

{i-1} B -- /61 / 

~'--......' ' 

'--...:'- <..... x,_1 Zo / 

0~, J// 
·,_ ! --~Yo 

~ 
Xo 

{0} 
/ 

Axis/ 
Join! (i + 1) 

Figure 6.5: Characterization of two adjutant links forming the joint i for NE 
formulation 

L.: l the linear and angular velocities of frame {i -1}, with respect to the base frame { 0}, be 

1· 1 and m1_ 1 , respectively, and QJ1 be the angular velocity of frame {i} with respect to the 

hasL' frame { 0}. Let I-I m1 be the relative angular velocity of frame i with respect to frame 

:1 - I} referred to base frame { 0}. Note that superscript '0' is omitted for quantities 
('.\fJressed in the base frame {0}. 

rill.:' lin ear velocity V
1 
of the frame (i) with respect to { o} as 

\' c v + I-IJJ + (/) X 1-l D 
1-l 1 1-l 1 

\\ h.:1-e I-I b 1 denotes the velocity of frame {i} with respect to the origin of frame 
:1 - I) expressed in base frame {0}. 

(6.14) 
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It joint i is prismatic, link i travels in the direction of axes z,_
1 

with a linear joint velocity 

1\ 0 1\ 

, i relative to link ( i -1 ), that is, ,_1 b, = z 11-1 d,, with z 1-1 as the unit vector along z,_
1 

axis. 

i IH~ angular velocity of prismatic link i is same as that of link, that is OJ,_
1 

= OJ,. Similarly, 

it the joint is revolute, the link i has an angular motion about the z,_
1 

axis with the angular 
1\ 

\ L'iocity Z J-1 e, and zero linear velocity, that is I-I b I= 0 

'-.ubstituting these linear velocities in equation (7.14), the linear velocity of link i with 
r~..·spect to reference frame is .. 

' = {v,_1 +;,_1 d,+OJ,x'- 1D, for prismatic joint 
for revolute joint 

(6.15) 
1-ID V

1
_ 1 + 0J

1
X 

1 

I he linear velocity is associated with a point and angular velocity is associated with a body. 
Hence, v,, the linear velocity of the link { i}, and the angular velocity of the frame (i) is 

the velocity of the origin of the frame (i), OJ, is the angular velocity of the whole link i. 

6.3.3 Link accelerations 

I:: 6.3 .2 n
1
h equation for linear velocity for a link is derived. But, to calculate ZMP it is 

needed to find link accelerations at its mass centers. Therefore, the link acceleration can be 
'-)htained by differentiating equation (6.15) with respect to time as: 

. . 1-1D· ( 1-ID) 
\ =\' J-1 +OJ, X I+ OJ, X OJ, X I (6.16) 

I his is the linear acceleration of the link at its origin, but for ZMP computation it is needed 
to find linear acceleration at its mass center and it can be obtained as, 

' = v +OJ 'r I I I 

1· =v,+dJ,x'r, +OJ, x(OJ,x'F,) (6.17) 

Where 'r, is the position vector of centre of mass of link i with respect to base frame [0] 

b.3.4 Recursive Newton Euler Formulation 

I he recursive formulation of dynamic equations based on NE equations is now carried out 
:i·um the above kinematic information of each link. In the recursive formulation the serial 
()pen kinemtic chain structure of a manipulator is exploited. The NE formulation requires 
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t \\ o passes over the links of the manipulator, one for computing the velocities and 
Jccelerations of the links and, second, to compute joint forces and torques, as shown in 
ltgure (6.6) 

Backward Iterations 
(forces, moments) 

~~ 

~:~~ 
/ (velodtles, 

Zo 
{0} J-------....... Yo 
J' 

Xo 

accelerations) 
fn+1 

IJn + 1 

Figure 6.6: Two-pass recursive Newton Euler Formulation of dynamic equations 

I he forward iteration or outward iteration is carried out to compute the velocities and 
decelerations of each link recursively, starting at the base and propagating forward to the 
end-effector. The boundary conditions are base velocity, linear and angular, which are zero, 
1 if the base is stationary) and the boundary acceleration is the gravitational acceleration. 

l11 the backward or inward iteration, the forces and moments acting on each link are 
~.:umputed using the Newton's and Euler's equations. 

h.3.5 Forward iteration 

! 1 the equations for velocity and acceleration, equations ( 6.15), ( 6.16) and ( 6.17), all the 
physical parameters are referenced to the base frame{O}. Because the parameters referred 
tc' the base frame change, as the manipulator is moving, the computations are complex. 
1'11e computations are much simplified by referring all velocities, accelerations, inertia 
tensors, and location of centre of mass of each link to their own link-coordinate frames. 
l'l1e reference to link frame {i} results in constant inertia tensor I, and constant vectors 

,tppear in the equations, simplifying the numerical computations. The change of frames is 
ctccomplished by using the 3x3 rotational transformation matrices, which give the 
1-,.mematic relationship between the links. 
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l!11. 3 x 3 rotation matrix i-
1R, transforms rotation of any vector with reference to frame {i} 

w t11c frame {i -1}. The rotation matrix ,_1 R, is the upper left 3 x 3 sub-mart of '- 1 ~. That 
1~ 

17 

\I' if il 

• ce, -Se,Ca, seisa, a,ce, 
. se ce,cai -Ce,Sa; a,Se, ~[ ~':~ ,_,ID, l : I 

0 Sa, Ca, d, 
0 0 0 1 

lee; - se.,ca, 
·-IR = se cec 

I I I a, 
0 Sa; 

SB,Sa, J la,Ce, J 
- C~,Sa, ; and a,Se, 

Ca, d, 

R )- 1 =' R =('-1R )r 
I 1-\ I 

(6.19) 

It can be shown that from 
basic robotics theory, 

(6.20) 

T!w~. using the rotational transformation matrices, it is possible to express the vectors 
related to link i with respect to link frame {i} instead of base frame {0}. This gives 

coihtant vectors instead of variable vectors, simplifying the numerical computations. 
1\pplying this, the velocity and acceleration relationships of equations (6.16), (6.17) are 
muditied for the outward iteration as below. All the variables in these equations are now 
rell'rred to their own frame. 

'R,_I ,_lv,_1 + 'dJ;x('R
0 

,_
1D,)+'m,[;m, x('R

0 
i-ID,)] (6.21) 

I he linear accelerations of the centre of mass is given by 

,- ,-
1 • I I (' ) v, + m, x r, + m, x m, x r, (6.22) 

ll1c matrix products ('R0 ,_
1D, )in equation (6.21) are simplified, using equation (6.19) and 

(6 20). to yield 

/\) l c1 
-

1D, = -S,Ca, 

S,Sa, 

S; 

C,Ca, 

-C;Ca, 

0 ~ la;C,: l a, J Sa, a,S, = d,Sa, 

Ca; d, d,Ca, 

\\ 1tn C,= ce, = cosB;and S, = Se, =sine, 

(6.23) 
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l.quations (6.21) to (6.23) give forward Newton Euler equations. The forward iteration 
'itarts at the base, that is i = 0 . The initial conditions for forward NE recursion for a fixed 
1 mtertial) base of manipulator are 

=0 

I <1 = 0 

,·lo= 0 

'''n= 0 

I i11.~ effect of gravity can be included by considering the linear'"'accelerations of the base 
tr:1me as 

l;o =g=[g, gy go]r 

I !1c gravity loading on each link is then automatically propagated through the links by the 
t ,,rward recursion. 

t..-1 Application of N-E Recursive iteration to biped robot 

! ')apply the forward iteration to biped robot lower body it is needed to separate the robot 
hudy as 

(1) SwingLeg 
(2) Stance Leg 

h.-U Newton Euler Forward Iteration for Swing Leg 

y 

vr 
Base 

------------

81 
v, 

Lt 

82 
~ 

~ 

~ 

Figure 6. 7: Initial position of the swing leg 
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I .et us consider the swing leg, as a serial manipulator and its hip as the base. In this case 
the base of the manipulator is not fixed, as described in previous chapter in one gait cycle 
hip is moved by half of step length. In previous derivation initial conditions stated as: 

0 ' 0 1' 11 = Vo = 

But, in this case, 

1' 11 7:- 0 and 0 vo ::J:- 0 and initial condition as selected below: 

ll 0 0 0 . lvx J 
Vo = V~. ; Wo = Wo = Wo = 0 

ov = 
() 

Vx 

(vy-g) 

0 

.. 

Where v" and v Y -initial velocity of the hip in 

x and y direction respectively 

For iteration following terms are also required, 

l cl 

IR = -s 
1-J I 

0 

s· 
'I 

~j cl 

0 

~ cl2 

'R" ~ l ~ ~" 
sl2 

~j cl2 

0 
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Using the equation (6.23), 

1 R0 ° D1 = rd1:~1 j = [~ l 
d 1ca1 0 J 

Where L1 and L2 are the links lengths of swing leg. 

'R,'D,~m 
"" 

Iteration start - i = 1 

lJ sing the equation ( 6.21) and substituting i = 1 we can get, 

IR 0. I IR OD I [I (IR OD ] := 0 Vo+ (()IX 0 1+ (()IX (()IX 0 I 

By substituting the above terms and initial conditions to the equation (6.24), 

[ 

cl sl Ol vx [ol [Lil [ol {[Ol [Lil} 
i, ~ -;, ~ ~J (V,O- g) + ~t ~ r ~t x ~tx ~ J 

13 y simplifying we can end up, 

vxC1 +(vy-g)s1 -L(N 
vlx 

\' I vxS\+(v;~g)C1 +LB1 i=iv~ 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

!'his is the acceleration at the origin of the link, but we need mass center acceleration, is 
given by using the equation (6.22) 
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I\' 
I 

· I I- I I l-
\'1 + (1)1 x r1 + (1)1 x( (1)1 x r1) 

I ol ~- 1!2LI l I o l Jl ol ~- Ll ; 2ll 

I' I+ l ~ O 
1 

x l ~ n ~ t x ll ~ Ox l ~ f 

\' 1 + (v,- g)S1 -112L/J1
2 

1 I XI . 
\' , +(v,-g)C1 +112L1 BI i=i.Y1 1 

(6.26) 
"' 

0 
ZI 

\\nere X1 and y
1 

are the linear acceleration of link 1 in x andy direction respectively 

I\' lind linear accelerations for link-2 we need to continue the iteration, substitutingi = 2. 
Recalling, equation (6.21) and using the equation (6.26) we can get 

' I . 7 · 7 I 2 [' 7 I ] -RI VI+ -(J)2x(-Ro D2)+ (1)2 X -(1)2 X e-Ra D2) 

"'"' 'm, ~[~}8,+0,); 'a,, ~[~}b,+B,) 

i\ s2 
0 

s2 
c2 
0 ~j 

(6.27) 

I c7 
s) 

0
l VIx lol I L) l lol Jlol I L) ll or ~2 c~ ~J (V~,) +l ~ r+ii, x l ~ n~r+B,) x ll~ (8,+1i,)x l ~ Jf 

l h simplification to equation 

\") 

• . 2 
V~t C2 +v1y S2 -L2 (B1+B2) 

-v1xS 2+v1yC2 +L2 (B1+B2) 

0 
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These are the accelerations at the origin of the link 2. But, we need accelerations at mass 
centre of the link 2. 

0 • ) • ) - ) [) ) - ] 
1·

2 
= -v2+ -o)2x -r2 + -(J)2 x -(J)2 x -r2 

r
-l7 I 2J 

By substituting 2 ~2 = ~ and simplifying 

v1, C2 + v1v S 2 - L2 (81 + 82 ) 2 + 1 I 2 L2 (81 + 82 )2 

-vlx S 2 +v1v 
\

' -I . 

X2 
" 

,- c 2 + L2 c e I + e 2 ) - 112 L2 c e I + e 2 ) • = I Y 
2 (6.28) 

0 z2 

.t 2 , ji 2 are the linear accelerations of link 2 of the swing leg at its mass centre along X and 
Y directions. 

Iteration stopped, 

Final Results for linear accelerations of swing leg 

.t1 =vxC1 +(vy-g)S1-l/2L181
2 

Y1 =vxS1 +(vy-g)C1-112L1BI 

.t2 =v1xC2 +v1yS2 -1!2L2 (81+82) 2 

_i'· 2 = -v~x S 2 + v11 C2 + 112L2 (B1 + B2) 

,·,, and ,; 1 are the hip accelerations along x and y direction respectively and will be 
obtained in stance leg velocity derivations. 
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6.-L2 Newton Euler forward recursive iteration for stance leg 

Hip trajec_t~I_"L 

J
5· 

U
L.· 

8 ,, 
e 

Figure 6.8: Initial and final position of the stance leg during one gait cycle 

Iii this case the ankle of stance leg is considered as the base._, This case differs from 
rrn'ious iteration due to stationary base (ankle). Therefore, the initial conditions for this 
i t\?ration as, 

0 0 ' 0 = {()o= OJo = 

[ ])' \ = 0,- g 0 

l·lllowing terms are required to start the iteration 

"mg the equation (7.23) and a3 = L2 and a4 = L1 

1 c6s 

1( = l- ~65 
s6s 

c6s 

0 

1: ,'-' D, ~ ~ d,:a, l 
l d,ca, J 

~j 

; 4 3 

l
L

2 j lL
1j 1<, D3 = ~ and R3 • D 4 = ~ 

I R,_l I. • 'R I-1D I [i (iR i-lD )] vI+ OJ I X 1-1 I + OJ, X OJ; X i-1 i 

I tL'ration start, 

I: 

!~\ substituting above terms and initial conditions we can obtain, 
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r 
c6 s6 Oj[ 0 l [ol [L2j ,,~'R, 'V,+'tb,x'R,'D,+'w3 x['w,x('R, 'n,)]~ -~, c~ ~ -:r ~ ii,x ~ + 

[~ja,x{[~jo{~ j} 
Hy simplifying 

- gs -L (J2 
6 2 6 .. 

L = 1 - gc 6 + L 2 () 6 

0 

I his is the linear acceleration at the origin of the link. But, we need acceleration at the 
mass centre of the link. 

I hen the acceleration at mass centre of the link is given by in equation (6.22) as, 

'; \'3+ '"3w3 x 3v3 +3 0)3 x [30)3 x 3r,] 

By substituting and simplifying 

x3 - gs6 -L2 e~ (6.29) 
\', =1 + L2 {j6 ; = .h ·' 

- gc6 

0 I I Z3 

lhese are the linear accelerations oflink 3 of stance leg in the direction of x,y,z 
r.:spectively 

I reration continues, 
,=4 

. "R 3. 4 . 4R 3D 4 [4 (4R 3D )l 1'-1= 3 V3+ OJ4X 3 4+0J4X OJ4X 3 4~ 

I ~v substituting values, 
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'' J:;, +2 ~l 
l 0 0 d 

- gs - L e2 
6 2 6 

- gc6 + L2 B6 

0 
+ l~}e•+ e, )l ~ J + l~}e,+ O, )x {l~}Oc+ e,) x l ~ j} 

H\ simplifying 

.. . 2 ' . • 2 • . 
L2 86 S5 - L2 B6 C5 - L1 86- L1 B5 - 2L1 86 Bs- gS65 

'. L2 86 Cs + Ll B6+ Ll Bs+ L2 e~ Ss- gC65 " 
0 

\\here S5 =SinB5 ,C5 =CosB5 ,C65 =Cos(B6 +B5 )andSB65 =Sin(B6 +B5 ) 

I hcse are the linear accelerations of the end effector of the stance leg. In this case we 
--·,msider the end effector being hip. Therefore, this is the linear acceleration of hip in x and 
' directions respectively. In swing leg forward iteration we consider the initial linear 

.t..:..:eleration of hip as Vx and Vy as 

.. • 2 . 2 . 2 .. 
L2 e 6 s 6 - L2 B6 c s - L1 B6 - L1 B5 - 2L1 e s B6 - gs56 

- L2 B 6 c 6 + L1 B 6 + L1 B s + L2 iJ ~ S 5 - gc 56 (6.30) 

0 

: t'l us take these accelerations as 

V4x 

V4y 

V 4o 

I 'he accelerations at the mass centre of the link is calculated using 

' 4 . 4 . 4 - 4 [4 4 - ] 
'' 1=v4 + W4XV4 +w4 x w4xv4 

'-.ubstituting the values and simplifying 
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X4 

L · · 2 
V4x+ _t_(Bs+ B6) 

2 
. LI .. .. y 4 I = 1 v 4,- 2 ( e 5 + e 6) ( 6.31) 

Z4 0 

6.5 Dynamic stability analysis for robot lower body 

A..ll the terms that need to be calculated ZMP, have now been derived. By using these 
equations, the ZMP can be obtained in different time intervals. The graph, ZMP vs time, 
can be obtained by using mathlab software. 

Utilizing the Figure (6.11) the dynamic stability can be analyzed for lower body by 
considering dynamic balanced margin [2]. 

6.5.1 Dynamic balance margin 

The dynamic balance margin (DBM) can be defined as below. 

For single support phase 

f~-----
____ ... ~w-·•"'~-- ~ 

_... ... -----------\"'--Ci 

1+----+1 
DBM 

Figure 6.9: DBM for single support phase 

Referring the figure ( 6. 9) the D BM can be defined as - (f; cos a) I 2 and CJ; cos a) I 2) 

Therefore the requirement for robot to maintain dynamic stability in single support phase is 

-- U; I 2 cos a) I 2 ~ ZMP ~ (f; cos a) I 2 

Where, .t; is the foot length. 

In single support phase, the ZMP can easily be moved to the outside of this margin. 
Therefore, much attention is needed on balancing in this phase. (since only one foot 
touches the ground) 
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In double support phase, the balance of the robot is not a critical problem as the ground is 
touched by both feet. The requirement for stability can be shown in Figure (6.1 0) 

- .. ------- ~OEM 
" 

; 

/ _ _~.-.-: 

Figure 6.10: DBM for double support phase 

l he DBM for this case can be obtained as, 
-f; I 2 cos a)::::; ZMP::::; [Cx2 - x1) + .!; 12 ]cos a 

I his is a large margin compared to DBM in single support phase. 

h.5.2 Simulation result on stability- robot lower body 

l tilizing the derived equations for ZMP and DBM, the variation of ZMP in one gait cycle 
'an be plotted (22] as follows with the aid of mathlab software. 

l1gure 6.11 shows the variation of ZMP with respect to time of Robot's lower body, within 
'me gait cycle. The table 6.1 introduced the selected physical parameters for simulation. 
The zone between the two red lines in Figure 6.11 is the dynamic balanced margin or DBM. 
If ZMP lies outside of this zone and within this area the robot is not dynamically balanced 
.md is not capable to maintain it's stability and therefore, it falls on the ground. The blue 
1 ine represents the variation of computed ZMP for lower body. The Figure 6.11 shows the 
,icsigned robot's lower body which is unstable in whole gait cycle excluding the final stage. 
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!Parameter Value 

Angle of 50 

Slope 

Ll 460mm 

L2 480mm 

ml 5 Kg 

m2 5.2Kg 

" Table 6.1: Selected Phvsical Parameters for Lower Bodv Simulation 

=I,'F .: ::.:r- :·; _: ·.~· :::J,. 

.· :· ;G.j ~'( :t:::i:, '"3! ~~r 

"' 

~·~ ;~: 

Figure 6.11: Variation ofZMP Vs Time of lower body for one gait cycle 
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